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On Schlicht Mappings to Domains Convex in One Direction
by

Walter Hengartner and Glenn Schober1)

1.

Principal Results

Our first resuit is a characterization of schlicht mappings from the unit disk
\z\ < 1 onto domains in the («, i?)-plane which are convex in the y-direction. We consider only domains D which permit the normalization that z=±l correspond, in
some sensé, to the right and left extrêmes of D. The characterization is in ternis of the
condition

Re{(l-z2)/'(z)};*0,

|z|<l.

(1)

Except in the degenerate case Re{(l— z2)/'(z)}=0, this means geometrically that
each circular arc (and line segment) joining z= — 1 to z= 1 in the unit disk corresponds
to an analytic arc in D which may be represented as a function v v(u).
Secondly, for Steiner symmetric domains, i.e., domains that are both convex in the
y-direction and symmetric with respect to the w-axis, we show that level sets inherit
the Steiner symmetry.
We next détermine coefficient bounds for functions satisfying (1).
S°=o anzn, we show that

If/(z)

k,KI/'(0)l

for

n

l,2,3,....

(2)

Actually more stringent estimâtes are obtained.
Functions satisfying (1) admit elementary distortion estimâtes for \f'{z)\ and
l/(z)-/(0)|. The upper estimâtes are similar to those for the class of convex
mappings; however, the lower bounds are new and différent.
In addition, functions satisfying (1) give rise to an interesting "Viertelsatz" type
theorem: Iffsatisfies (l),/(0)=0, and |/'(0)| 1, thenf(\z\ < 1) contains ail points of
the disk |w|<|log2. The constant £log2 is sharp, and it is interesting that it falls
strictly between the constant for the gênerai class of normalized schlicht mappings
and the constant for the subclass of convex mappings. Moreover, if we assume also
that/(|z|<l) is Steiner symmetric, then the constant becomes just as for convex

\

i

\

mappings.

*) This research was supported

in part by NSF grants GP7505 and GP11603.
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2. Characterization

A domain in the (w, i;)-plane is convex in the v-direction if it contains together with
each pair of points with the same abscissa, the entire segment joining them. We consider the class of such domains D which admit a schlicht mapping/of \z\ < 1 onto
D with the following normalization: There exist points z'n converging to z=l and
z"n converging to z= — 1 such that

I

limRe{/(z;)}= supRe{/(z)}
(3)

This normalization means that the prime ends/(l) and/(-l), which lie in the extended plane, are in some sensé the right and left extrêmes of D. The class
contains
domains such as the right half plane and the strip \v\ < 1. In the latter case both/(l)
and/(—1) are prime ends at oo.
If D is convex in the y-direction, it follows from standard results in the theory of
prime ends that existence of a mapping with normalization (3) is équivalent to
assuming that there exists one vertical ray in C — D which meets dD from above and
another which meets dD from below. Consequently, additional examples of domains
in are domains which are Steiner symmetric with respect to the real axis, except for
the plane itself. On the other hand, the upper half plane and the plane slit vertically to
oo are not in Z (see also Section 6).
The following theorem shows that schlicht mappings from \z\ < 1 onto domains of
with normalization (3) are completely characterized by the condition (1).

I

I

I

THEOREM

1. Suppose

f

is analytic and non-constant for

|z|<l.

Then we hâve

(D

ifandonly

fis

if

schlicht on \z\ < 1
(a)
(b)/(|z|<l)er, and
normalized by (3).
(c)

fis

Remark 1. If Re{(l-z2)/'(z)}^0 and vanishes for some point in |z|<l,
then by the minimum principle for harmonie functions it vanishes identically. In tha:
case

j^,

aoeC,

jSeR,

(4)

which defines a schlicht mapping of \z\ < 1 onto a vertical strip. In addition,/has the
X"
normalization (3) with z= ± 1 corresponding to prime ends at oo, and f(\z\ <
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Remark 2. The condition

Re{(l-z2)/'(z)}>0,

|z|<l,

has an elementary géométrie interprétation.

circular arcs yt,

—

(n/2)

es+u

yt:z

z(s)

(5)

If we parametrize

<t<n/2, joining z= — to z

-

1

1

the line segment and
in the unit disk by

1

^s+.r+ i?

-oo<s<oo,

(6)

- z2(s)]f'(z(s))}.

(7)

then one easily vérifies that

|Re{/(Z(S))}

2Re{[l

Consequently, the condition (5) is équivalent to the property that the circular arcs
yt are mapped onto analytic arcs which may be represented as functions v v(u). It
follows that has the normalization (3). Furthermore, since the région bounded by
/(7t)u/(?t)u/(~-0u/(1) is convex in the t;-direction for every — (n/2)<t<x<tt/2,
we find that/(|z| < 1) is also convex in the t;-direction.

/

/

is close-to-convex if there exists a convex
Remark 3. An analytic function
mapping cp such that Re{//(z)/(^'(z)}>0 for |z|<l. Functions satisfying (5) are
spécial close-to-convex functions associated with (p(z) ^log[(l +z)/(l— z)]. W.
Kaplan [3] has shown that close-to-convex functions, hence functions satisfying (5),
are schlicht. The géométrie interprétation of Remark 2 could also be used to show
that functions satisfying (5) are schlicht.

Proof of Theorem 1. If/satisfies (1), then (a), (b), and (c) follow from Remarks
1-3. The converse will be a conséquence of Lemma 2.

LEMMA
(a)

1. Suppose

fis schlicht on \z\ < 1,
fis

normalized by (3), and
(c)
bounded.
(d) Re
Then

fis

Re{(\-z2)f'(z)}^0for
is bounded, the radial limits U(6)=]imr^1 u(reie) exist
a set N of Lebesgue measure zéro and u has the Poisson représentation

Proof: Since
except

for

w

Re/

O.

(8)
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(3), it follows from the prime end correspondence
that U(9l)^U(02) for ail 0l9 02 where U(Pt) and U(02) exist and
orO^02<01^n. By defining U(0) for 0eNto be the average of the one-sided limits
taken over the complément of N, we may assume in (8) that C/is defined at each point
of [ — n, n], non-decreasing on [ — n, 0], and non-increasing on [0, n]. Now from the
représentation (8) Kaplan [3] has shown by differentiating and integrating by parts

Since/(lz|<l)er and/satisfies

-rc^^^O

that
(9)

We include a second, more géométrie proof. From integrating (8) by parts directly
we obtain a Riemann-Stieltjes représentation

w(z)

constant-

I

co(z9

0)dU(0)

(10)

where œ(z, 0) dénotes the harmonie measure in the unit disk at the point l.c. with
1

0

if -n<t<0
if 0<t<n.

{

}

If zt

and z2 are two points with Rezt <Rez2 and lying on the same circular arc or
line segment joining z= — 1 toz=l in the unit disk, then we hâve

(o(zu0)>œ(z2,0)
co(zu0)<(o(z290)
cû(zu0) (o(z2,0)

if -n<0<O
if O<0<n
if 0 0, ±n.

(12)

The représentation (10), monotonicity of U, and relations (12) imply that m(z1)<w(z2).
It follows from Remark 2, in particular (7), that Re{(l-z2)/'(z)}^0.
We now remove hypothesis (d) from Lemma 1 by a process of exhaustion.

LEMMA
(a)

2. Suppose

fis schlicht on \z\ < 1,

(b)f(\z\<l)eZ,and
(c)
Then

/

is normalized by (3).

Re{(l-z2)/'(z)}>0,

|z|<l.

(13)

Proof. Assume at first that D=/(|z| < 1) is unbounded in both the positive and
négative w-directions. Let w'neD be a séquence of points with Ren^ tending to +oo
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tending to the prime end/(l) as «->oo. Similarly, let w"neD be a séquence of
points with Rew"n tending to — oo and w"n tending to the prime end/(—1) as «->oo.
Then Dn={weD: Rew',;<Rew<Rewi} is in I.
Let Fn and F be schlicht mappings of the unit disk onto Dn and D, respectively,
with normalization Fw(0) F(0) /(0), 1^(0) >0, F'(0)>0. Let Ç^F"1^),
Ç'^F-'K), C F~\f{\% and C" ir"1(/(~ 1))- Since Dn converges monotonically to D, Fn converges locally uniformly to F by the Caratheodory kernel theorem
(cf. [1, p. 46]). Hence (pn=F~~1oFn converges locally uniformly to the identity. In fact,
An (pn(\z\ < 1) is a Jordan domain, and the spécifie convergence of Dn to D implies
that dAn converges to \z\ 1 in the sensé of Fréchet. By the convergence theorem of
Radô (cf. [1, p. 50]) <pn converges to the identity uniformly on \z\ < 1. In particular,
lim,,^^ q>n(C) C and lim,,^^ (?„((") £". Since the séquences {w'n} and {w"n} converge
to the prime ends/(l) and/(—1), respectively, we also hâve lim,,.^ çn(Cn) — C and
(,; £' and lim^^C^C".
<pn(Q Ç". Consequently,
Now let \xn be the Môbius transformation with jun(l) C^, fin(— 1) C and
fin(i)=F~1(f(i)). Then \in converges uniformly in \z\ < 1 to a Môbius transformation
li which takes 1, -1, i onto Ç', Ç\ F~1{f{i% respectively. Note that Fo/i /by
uniqueness.Defineyn Fno/iII. Since fn maps |z|<l onto Dn,f(l) w^, and/(-1) */,;,
Lemma 1 implies that Re{(l— z2)/^(z)}^0. Finally, (13) follows from the locally
uniform convergence of/n to/.
If D is unbounded only in the positive w-direction, define Dn={weD:Rew<Rç
wrn} where w'n is as before and define w^ to be the prime end/(—1). Then the resuit
follows by the above argument. A similar procédure works when D is unbounded
only in the négative «-direction, and the lemma reduces to Lemma 1 if D is bounded
in both directions.
and

w'n

lim^

lim^

3. Steiner Symmetric Domains

I

One can give examples of domains in whose level domains are not in T. However, as an application of Theorem 1 we shall show that level domains of Steiner
symmetric domains are Steiner symmetric.

DEFINITION. A
implies

tw+(\ -t)weSfor ail t e[0,

LEMMA
(a)

set S is Steiner symmetric with respect to the real axis

1].

3. Suppose

fis schlicht on \z\ < 1,

f(\z\ < 1) is Steiner symmetric with respect to
(c) /(0) is real,f'(0)>0, and
(d) Refis bounded.
(b)

the real axis,

ifweS
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Re{(l-z2)/'(rz)}>0/or

Proof. Since
Re

{/ (z)}

Re/is

i

f

bounded, we hâve the Poisson représentation (see (8))

17(0) Re

<*0

(14)

where f/isnon-decreasing on [—n, 0] and non-increasing on [0, n]. Since/(|z| < 1) is
symmetric,/(z) 7ÔÔ, U(-0)= U{&), and Jl, <ft/(0)=O. It follows that

15)

/ f e" +
" 2tcz J e» -

_

and
(16)

Therefore

(17)

r(r2-l)Im{z}
that both terms in brackets are non-negative. Since
/'(0)>05 Re{(l—z2)/'(rz)} is strictly positive by the minimum principle for
harmonie fonctions.
Using the symmetry we

see

a domain which is Steiner symmetric with respect to
the real axis. Letfbe a schlicht mapping of \z\ < 1 onto D such that (G) is real and
are also Steiner symmetric with
/'(0)>0. Then the level sets f{\z\<r),
respect to the real axis.

THEOREM

2. Suppose

D is

0<r<l,

Proof. Dénote byfn {n

1,2, 3,

f

the schlicht mapping of \z\ < 1 onto the domain

that/n(0) /(0) and/,;(0)>0. It follows from
that Re{(l — z2)/n(rz)}>0. By the Caratheodory kernel theorem (cf. [1, p-

{weD:

-n<Rew-f(0)<n}

Lemma

3

such
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46]) the functions/n converge locally uniformly to/. Therefore Re{(l — z2)f'(rz)}>0.
By applying Theorem 1 to g(z)=f(rz) we find that g(\z\ < 1) f(\z\ < r) is convex in
the y-direction. The symmetry with respect to the real axis is obvious because/(z)

M

Remarks. M. S. Robertson [5] studied a class of mappings onto domains convex
in the t'-direction. He did not require our normalization (3), but rather assumed
either regularity at the boundary or that level sets inherited the convexity property. In
view of Theorem 2 mappings onto Steiner symmetric domains fall into his class. In
gênerai, however, the normalization we require gives us results of a différent nature
without any regularity assumptions.
R. S. Gupta [2] gave an erroneous proof of Theorem 2 (see Mathematical Reviews
37 (1969), #6452). It would also appear that the lower bound he asserts for \f'{z)\
for a Steiner symmetric mapping is incorrect since it does not approach zéro as
|z|-»l as it must for any domain with a reentrant corner.

/

4.

Coefficient Estimâtes
The following lemma is well known (e.g., [1, p. 167]).

LEMMA 4. Ifg(z)=l
then \cn\^2for alln.

+Ysn= i

cnzH

is analytic for \z\

< 1 and has positive real part,

We now show that functions satisfying (1) hâve stringent coefficient bounds.

THEOREM

3.

If /(z)

ao+(a + /^) z + 2.*=2

satisfiesRQ{(l-z2)f'(z)}^0,

aMzn

is analytic

for \z\<\

and

then

|flj<a

for

n

2,4,6,...

(18)

for

n

1,3,5,....

(19)

for

n

1,2,3,4,....

(20)

and

.^a
+ lla + ^l
n)
n

Consequently,

KKI/'(0)|

Remark. Equality in (18), (19), and (20) is achieved by/(z) (l -z)"1. Moreover,
(18) is sharp among bounds which dépend on both oc Re{/'(0)} andp=lm{f'(0)}
for the functions
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In addition, (19) is sharp in the

same sensé

for n

1

(obviously) and for n

3

for the

functions

- e™)-1 [(1 - eief log(l + z) - (1 + eiBf log(l - z)
0 1 arg (a +#),
+ 4ew log(l + *# log

/(z) ia(l

^,

ewz)-]

foralla>0and#
Proo/ 0/ Theorem
Remark

1

If Re{(l—z2)/'(z)}

3.

vanishes at some point, then from

we hâve
oo

1

+

z

y

_

ifi

(23)

Clearly (18) and (19) are satisfied.
If Re{(l — z2)/'(z)} does not vanish, then the function

(24)
oc

n=l

of Lemma

satisfies the hypothesis

- jin + i) Qn+i

a

—

[n

—

1) ûfB-.il

4. Therefore

for n= 1,

2, 3,

^£

KAj)

and by the triangle inequality

(n

+

1)

\an+il < (n

— 1)

|tf,,-il + 2a.

(26)

This implies
n\an\

<0|ao| +

«a

for

n

2, 4,

6,...,

and

from which (18) and (19) follow.
5. Distortion Theorems

We turn to the distortion theory of functions satisfying (1).

LEMMA

5. Suppose g is

analyticfor

\z\

< 1 and has nonnegative realpart.

Then g
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has the représentation

g{0) +

g{Z)
where

1

W)G{z)

(28)

- G(z)

|G(z)|<|z|.

Proof.

If g(0)=0, then g=0 and we may choose G=0.

Otherwise, the function

G{2),eMzM

(29)

8<z) + 8(0)

for |z|<l, vanishes at the origin, and satisfies |G(z)|^l. Therefore by
Schwarz's lemma |G(z)|^|z|, and the représentation follows.

is analytic

THEOREM 4.

for\z\^r<\

Iffis analytic for \z\<l

and satisfies

Re{(l-z2)/'(z)}>0,

then

(l-r)|/'(0)| <ifl(=M<\f'(0)\
and for

|z|=r<l
:

—

{31)

Remark. The upper bounds in (30) and (31) are sharp for

and the lower bounds in (30) and (31) are sharp for

It is interesting to note that both upper bounds are the same as for the class ot convex
functions, while the lower bounds are of a new form.
Proof of Theorem

where

|G(z)|<|z|.

estimâtes

4. By Lemma 5 we may

write

If/'(0)=0, then (30) follows immediately. If/'(0) ^0, then direct

of
——'
^

cI(t\
<j(z)\l
11

—

GfrW'1
Cj^i 11|i

—

z2!"1
z|

n^
^d;
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-

-

-

< r yield the upper bound |/'(0)| (1 + r)(l r)'1 (1 r2)"1 |/'(0)| (1 r)'2
and the lower bound |/'(0)| (1 r)(l + r)~x{\ + r2)"1. Now the upper bound in (31)
follows directly from (30) since for \z\ < r

for

\z\

-

Finally, to venfy the lower bound m (31), let £ be a point where |/(z)— /(0)| assumes
îts minimum on |z| r. Then the straight hne segment a from/(0) to/(C) lies in
f(\z\ < 1) Therefore, using the lower bound in (30), we hâve for \z\ r

|/ (z)

-/

(0)1 >

|/(C)-/ (0)1 =f|dw|= J
*

f~1(

1
O

The following theorem is an immédiate conséquence of the lower bound in (31)

THEOREM

5.

If f is analytic for

\z\<\ andsatisfies Re{(l-z2)/'(z)}^0,

then

/(|z|<l) contains ail points of the disk |w-/(0)|<i|/'(0)| Iog2.

\

Remarks. The constant Iog2 is best possible. It is sharp for the function (33),
which leaves the ongin fixed, has |/'(0)| 1, and maps the unit disk onto the vertical
stnp |Re w\ <n/2 with a vertical slit from i Iog2 to oo.
According to the Koebe-Bieberbach "Viertelsatz" for schhcht functions normahzed by/(0) 0, |/'(0)| 1, the domain/(|z| < 1) contains a disk about the ongin of
radius \. For the subclass of convex mappings the constant can be improved to The
corresponding constant Iog2 of Theorem 5 is particularly mteresting because it falls

\

\

\

stnctly between J and \.
is Steiner symmetnc, we shall show that the constant

If/(|z|<l)

improved to

\.

THEOREM
(a)

(b)

6. Suppose

fis schhcht on |z| < 1,

/(|z| < 1) is Steiner symmetnc with respect to

/(O) is real andf'(0)>0.
Thenf(\z\<\) contains ail points of the disk

the real axis,

(c)

|w-/(0)|<i/'(0).

^Iog2

can be
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Remark. The theorem is sharp for the functions

iq\
J*

- pz)

»

/>

+

'*<?

#0,

(38)

which map |z| < 1 onto (i) the plane with vertical slits îxom p±iq to oo if #/0, or (ii)
the half-plane defined by p ~x Re w < 1 if q 0. In ail cases the distance from F'p> q (0) 0
to the boundary of FPtq(\z\ < 1) is \p + iq\9 which one vérifies is iFpq(0).

Proofof Theorem 6. Without loss of generality we may assume that/(O) 0. Let q
be the distance from/(0) 0 to the boundary of D f(\z\ < 1). Then there exists at
least one point/? + iqedD with \p + iq\=Q. Since D is Steiner symmetric andp + iq$D,
we hâve DaFPtq{\z\<\) where the function Fpq is defined in (38). Now applying
Schwarz's lemma to F~9\°f, we find/'(0)<F;€(0). Therefore
Q

\p

+ iq\=iF;tq(0)>if'(0).

(39)

6. Concluding Remarks

We supplément our discussion by considering the classes

of domains
(40)

and

£_

{D:(u, v)eD=>(u,

v

+ t)eD W < 0}.

(41)

I

Thèse classes contain ail domains which are convex in the i?-direction but not in
(compare Section 2). Some domains of are also included, e.g., vertical strips. By

I

convention we remove the entire plane from!+ andl_. Then for DeZ+KjZ_ there
exist schlicht mappings/of \z\ < 1 onto D normalized so that there exist points zn, z'n
converging to z= 1 such that

limRe{/(z/J)}= inf Re{/(z)
(42)

By analogy to Theorem 1 we note the foliowing: Suppose
for |z|<l. Then we hâve

z)2/'00}^0,
ifandonly

if

|z|<l,
/
(b)f(\z\<l)eZ+,and
(a)

(c)

is schlicht on

fis normalized by (42).

|z|<l,

j

is analytic and non-constant

(43)
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A similar characterization holds //(43) is replaced by

Im{(l-z)2/'(z)}<0,

|z|<l,

(43')

and (b) by

(b')f(\z\<l)eZ_.
Vérification of (a)-(c) from (43) or (43') follows the same pattern as Remarks 1-3.
The conditions (43) and (43') mean geometrically that circles tangent to z= 1 in \z\ < 1
correspond to analytic arcs which may be represented as functions v v(u). In addition,
functions satisfying (43) and (43') are close-to-convex, hence schlicht, with
convex comparison functions <p(z)= ±/(l—z)"1. The vérification of (43) or (43')
from (a)-(c) follows the form of Lemma 1 (see also Kaplan [3, p. 181]) and an exhaustion argument as in Lemma 2.
Since the Koebe

functions/(z)= ±iz{\ —z)~2 satisfy

(43) and (43'), respectively,
coefficient bounds for functions satisfying (43) or (43') can be no better than |aJ<«KI,
which holds for the entire class of close-to-convex functions [4]. For the same reason
the elementary distortion theory corresponding to Theorems 4 and 5 for functions
satisfying (43) or (43') is the same as for the gênerai class of schlicht functions.
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